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See more pictures of Seven Point Farms’ 
medical cannabis throughout this issue.
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Mission: The Chronicle is a source of a unique-
ly New Mexican perspective on the evolution of can-
nabis while advocating and creating awareness as-
sisting with banning the stigma. The Chronicle is the 
go-to source to provide our state’s interested audience an  
informative and entertaining journey into the changing 
world of this growing industry from a unique point of view. 
Our aim is to provide a great service and value to our ad-
vertising partners and readers by consistently delivering  
quality content. 
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We present our Spring/Summer issue to you, and it still 
is a fun and exciting journey! We have done something  
interesting this issue, we partnered with Grow for Vets which 
helps our Veterans with medical cards and getting thier  
medicine. We believe that this publication is a community  
effort and all of you have continued to support us and we 
can't think of a better way to give back. Each issue is one 
dollar and half of those proceeds goes dierectly to help our 
Vets in New Mexico.  

In this issue, you will see some interesting information  
provided by your local community. We are continuing with 
the coloring contest, it's been so popular. Do you know about 
CBD and your Pets? Have you ever made cannabis salsa,  
because we a recipe? All this is just a few pages away and 
there is so much more. Sit back, relax, enjoy and exhale!
  
      - JenM

COLORING
 CONTEST!!
Don’t skip page 31. Color the cannabis page, visit 

our facebook page @TheChronicleNM, Like it and 
post a selfie with your masterpiece. 

Winn awesome smoking accessories and swag. 
Winner will be announced in June and published in 

the July Issue. 

https://www.facebook.com/TheChronicleNM/
http://www.TheChroniclenm.com
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Did 
You 

Know?

It's Not The Ditch weed 
We Remember

By: JenM

 
With 4/20 in mind I sit and think about the history of 
this date, its origins, whether it’s a police code, a birthday of  
someone un-liked or if it’s linked to hippies and a band called 
The Grateful Dead. I am also thinking its retelling of old tales 
and I recount the days of old school growing.

Growing up in the North Valley, I was probably knee 
height to the adults around me, I remember what  
Marijuana smelled like, what it looked like and I never 
thought anything other than this plant being a part of nature, 
cementing its life within my memory. I remember walking 
along the ditch banks as people spread the seeds along the 
walkway and returning to check on their development a 
few weeks later. I remember going to my neighbor’s house 
and smelling the burning plant as my friend’s parents and 
the whole block sharing what looked like brown cigarettes 
as they prepared a matanza feast. I never thought anything  
negative about these events and now it’s all nostalgic to me  
similar to hearing an old song on the radio.

As an adult, I can talk to five different people who have  
similar stories or some memory of this old school  

growing or consuming moments. Remembering their first-time  
smoking or sharing a joint. Since some of us know that 
marijuana has been used as a medicinal plant, grandmas 
would tell their grandchildren to water the “weeds”, and 
what would we do? We’d water the weeds without question  
without hesitation so grandma could make her remedies.

Looking at this issue’s cover art, there are leaves poking out 
from the prickly pear cactus and someone can remember  
marijuana growing within plants that either masked the 
smell or look of this distinct part of nature. The difference 
today? The science and art of growing has evolved so much. 
There is no more picking out seeds! You don’t just rely on 
the kids watering the “weeds” or on the sunshine helping the 
plants grow anymore. Some would even say, “this is not your  
Mexican Shwag”. With what was probably lower THC in 
those days can be up to 10 – 20% THC paired with fun names 
like Blue Dream, Grape Stomper and Gorilla Glue all grown 
for the science, art and common goal to help patients of today.

Do you have a similar memory? Share it with us on our 
facebook page @TheChronicleNM.
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Artists, send us your cannabis themed PDF portfolio: 
info@TheChronicleNM.com

@artistelmoises

Cover
Artist:

El Moises

Renowned artist El Moisés is leaving his mark 
as a contemporary artist that brings the essence of 
urban culture and barrio flavor to light. His work is 
recognized on CD covers, books, motorcycles, murals 
and product labels. The Chicano, American, Native 
American and Mexican cultures that are reflected in 
his art pieces influence the foundation of his artwork. 
Narrating history, culture, visions and street life, he 
creates the core elements of a chic, vibrant cornucopia. 
The artist’s distinctive style is inspired by his roots, El 
Moisés accents his art with wood carved frames with 
a Native American and/or Mexican folk art touch. The 
lively, extraordinary artworks of El Moisés tell stories 
that are at times humorous, moving and often derived 
from a current event or a life experience. 

El Moisés currently resides in Albuquerque, New 
Mexico. He continuously exhibits and is currently 
working on new projects throughout the world. Keep 
in touch with El Moisés and his new undertakings on 
his website and social media. Prints of the cover art are 
available for sale.

www.artedemoises.com
Facebook - elmoises

4/20/2001

We pass the pipe and there will be no lies between us
 inhaling healing

 holding in the medicine
   Again

 reminiscing of the days at Roosevelt Park
In that Cottonwood Cathedral where we had drum circle ceremonies

Finding the Rhythm then hitting the Chillum
To  help deepen Our meditation

 it was Bob’s  “healing of the nation”
420 Fest

Right before they brought down those twin towers
Without planning

 without organization
 without money
 Without cops

Burque Spontaneously celebrated our herbs
 there were hippies and  Rastas

Raza and Cholos
Punks and people just like to roll those

Joints and Spleefs
And Blunts and smokable creations

 there were Sundancers and Breakdancers
And danza aztecas

We had djembes and congas Bongos and timbales
A Klong Yaw, some didgeridoos and instruments made from garbage

Every open space filled with people and smoke
With respect we shared the park and shared our medicine

Poets and pachucos Found their Rhymes 
to the rhythmic visionquest rising from Roosevelt’s Rolling Hills 

Mommas and babies and fathers and whole families
 homeless people being treated like a human beings

 together we smoked and drummed danced and smiled
For one day unashamed 

 for one day underneath our Burque sky
For one day we came together as a community and we all got

 high

Current Poet Laureate of Albuquerque, NM, Manuel 
González, is a performance poet who began his career in 
the poetry slam. Manuel has represented Albuquerque on 
a national level as a member of the Albuquerque poetry 
slam team 2000, 2002, 2003, 2007. He has also appeared 
on the PBS show, Colores: My word is my power. 
Manuel was one of the founding members of the 
poetry troupe The Angry Brown Poets. Manuel also 
has a collection of his poetry published by Swim-
ming with Elephants Press entitled, But my friends 
call me Burque….

Manuel teaches workshops on self-expression 
and poetry in schools, at risk youth facilities, youth 
detention centers and most recently at the Trans-
gender Resource Center of New Mexico . Manuel is 
from Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

For information on booking a workshop and/or performance, 
please send inquiries to: xicanopoet@yahoo.com

Manuel González

mailto:info%40TheChronicleNM.com?subject=Artist%20interest
http://www.artedemoises.com




SERVICES
 
• C.V. AXLES INSTALLED 
 
• C.V. AXLE BOOT 
  AND SERVICE 
 
• CUSTOM FABRICATED 
   DRIVESHAFTS 
 
- DRIVESHAFT CUT 
  AND RE-WELDS 
 
• DRIVESHAFT LENGTH 
  ALTERATIONS
 
• DRIVESHAFT BALANCING 
 
• THREE BAY GARAGE

Locally owned and operated 
for over 28 years, providing 

New Mexico with quality 
driveshaft and axle repair, 

exchange, and custom 
fabrication. We are highly 
experienced, and except 
almost all domestic and 

foreign makes and models. 
We also offer specialized 

services for off-road 
vehicles, dragsters, drifters, 

and low-riders.

417 SUMMER AVE. NW
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87102
ABQDriveShaft@gmail.com
AlbuquerqueDriveShaft.com

Specializing in 
    Custom Driveshafts
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Ask 
A 

NurseGina Lucero, RN
Member of the American Cannabis Nurses 
Association Specializing in Cannabinoid Therapy

What is the best way to use
cannabis medicinally?

It depends on what conditions you are treating. There are  
several ways to consume cannabis. Oral tinctures, taken  
several times a day underneath the tongue or the inside of the 
cheek. Oral tinctures taken sublingual can take effect in about 
12 minutes and lasts between 4-6 hours. 

Capsules and edibles can take up to 2 hours to hit your  
system and the effects can last up to 8 hours. Capsules are not  
recommended for people that are treating neurological  
disorders, as there is not enough bio availability to reach the 
brain after the capsule is digested and metabolized. 

Edibles work great and can last up to 8 hours. Take your time 
with edibles, these are the culprit of over consumption. Once 
you eat your cannabis edible there is no going back. Start off 
with a small serving and wait two hours before eating any 
more. Find out what your response is before you consume a 
larger serving. Start low and go slow! Edibles can be a great 
way to manage symptoms during the day if done properly. 
Its best to eat cannabis edibles in 10mg increments. Start low 
and go slow!!

Topical salves, lotions, creams are a great way to take 
care of muscle aches and pains. Topical cannabis-infused  
lotions, salves, oils, sprays, and other transdermal methods of  
relief work by binding to a network of receptors called CB2. 

These CB2 receptors 
are found through-
out the body and are  
activated either by the 
body’s naturally-oc-
curring endocannabi-
noids or by cannabis 
compounds known as 
“phytocannabinoids” 
(e.g., THC, CBD).

Inhalation- Is the quick-
est way to medicate. 
Takes about 3-5 minutes 
to hit your system and lasts 
about 90 minutes. There 
are several ways to inhale 
your cannabis, but using a  
vapor pen will allow you to 
get all the benefits of the plant 
without the harshness of the  
burning paper and leaves. 

Frequent questions 
from our Cannabis 
Patients
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All recommendations in “Ask a Nurse” are  
suggestions and should not replace advice from a practitioner or physician. 
Readers interested in learning more should contact resources on pg. 28.

Edibles:
Start Low, 
Go Slow

The Best way to know exactly what you 
need is to set up a time with a Nurse at your  
dispensary, they will be able to help you  
select the best routes of consumption based 
on your medical needs.

What are the other 
cannabinoids and how 
do they help? 

There are over 100 different cannabinoids in 
the cannabis plants. Each cannabinoid has its 

own responsibilities when it is introduced into 
your endocannabinoid system. Cannabinoids work 

best when they are ingested together. Singling out 
cannabinoids or isolating them, doesn’t allow them 

to do their job in its entirety. There is a therapeutic 
threshold that they hit when they are by themselves. 

Whole plant or full spectrum oil is the best way to go. 
Here is a list of just a few cannabinoids. CBD is antibac-

terial, inhibits cancer cell growth, CBD-A, CBG, CBGA, 
CBC, CBC-A, THC Delta 9, THC Delta 8, THC-V**

What are terpenes? Do they have 
medicinal value?

The diverse palate of cannabis flavors is impressive enough, 
but arguably the most fascinating characteristic of terpenes is 
their ability to interact synergistically with other compounds 
in the plant, like cannabinoids. Each strain of cannabis has 
different terpenes. Terpenes are the essential oils of the plant 
that make up its smell and taste. Terpenes are naturally found 
in cannabis and their jobs in nature are to lure pollinators and 
repel predators. Terpenes in cannabis have medicinal value. 
For instance Linalool is known to calm and relax and is found 
in lavender, limonene is citrus and is known for its uplifting 
properties, Myrcene is musky and earthy and known for its 
relaxing properties, a-pinene known for its pine scent, also 
has known for alertness, memory retention, and  counteracts 
some THC effects, caryophyllene is pepper, spicy or woody, 
and is known for helping in Gastroprotective, anti-inflamma-
tory; good for arthritis, ulcers, autoimmune disorders, and 
other gastrointestinal complications. Learn about terpenes 
and you can make better choices when selecting strains spe-
cific to what you need.

Will I test positive on a drug test 
if I use hemp derived CBD?

This question is asked all the time, and there are variables 
to this answer. Current drug testing doesn’t test specifical-
ly for THC however; they do test for metabolites after you  
consume THC. With full spectrum oil derived from hemp, it will  
contain small amounts of THC (THC content that is 0.3% 
or less is considered hemp.)  If the employer is testing 
for Nano molecules, then any small trace of THC could 
make you test positive.  Remember the employer sets the  
parameters on what they are testing for. A federal job might 
have stricter testing than a non-federal job. It possible to 
have a false positive when it comes to hemp products.  
Normally a person would need to consume larger amounts 
of THC but, there are variables to people’s metabolism, how 
much do they exercise, how much water do they drink? How 
much do they sweat? Are they obese? These will all factor 
how THC is stored in the body, those that are not very active 
will store THC a little longer than a person that exercises daily 
with a lower BMI. If you are concerned about testing positive, 
it is best to stick with a CBD isolate product only.  Do your  
research and make the best choice that is for you. 

http://www.leafly.com/explore/tags-focused
http://www.leafly.com/explore/conditions-gastrointestinal-disorder
http://www.leafly.com/explore/symptoms-inflammation
http://www.leafly.com/explore/symptoms-inflammation
http://www.leafly.com/explore/conditions-arthritis
http://www.leafly.com/explore/conditions-crohns-disease
http://www.leafly.com/explore/conditions-hivaids
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The Grow for Vets New Mexico chapter was established in late 2016, with the help of Gina Lucero RN and owner of The CBD 
Boutique sponsored a chapter. New Mexico is a medical state, which means that a medical cannabis card  is necessary to purchase 

cannabis legally in the State of New Mexico through an authorized dispensary. Because the dispensaries in NM have a limited plant 
count, donating extra flower to our veterans for free is not feasible at this time, according to Gina Lucero, RN and President of the 

Grow for Vets Chapter in NM,  “we had to think outside the box…so we decided to start fundraising to help pay for medical cannabis 
cards here in New Mexico. Every dollar that is raised, goes towards our Veterans to pay for their medical cannabis cards. 

Veteran Testimonial 
I suffer from two types of Post Traumatic  Stress 
Disorder, from the military and from childhood abuse 
which lead to depression and anxiety at the age of 45. 
 
I have tried everything for the last three years to  
battle my depression and my anxiety, all the way from many 
types of antidepressants and on several occasions huge 
amounts of benzodiazepines-but nothing seemed to help. 
 
To make the story short I have always wanted to try  
medical cannabis, but I was concerned because I  
remember how marijuana was a taboo subject when I was 
a kid and people who used marijuana were seen as hippies. 
 
I had the good fortune of meeting Dr. David of R.  
Greenleaf in Albuquerque at a health fair organized by the 
state and he referred me to a Nurse Practitioner Lori Frohe 

of Mindful Medicine (also at R. Greenleaf) for a psychiatric  
evaluation to see if I qualified for the card. Ms Frohe made me 
feel comfortable in the interview making it easier for me to talk 
about my trauma, as well as educated me on medical cannabis. 
 
The only thing that I can say is that this type of  
therapy has changed my life completely. Now I  
understand that this alternative form of medicine is  
very good for people who want to remain functional, as I have 
a very active lifestyle and I always need to be in control of 
my emotions. I have found the perfect strain of cannabis for 
my PTSD symptoms, which is high in CBD and low in THC. 
 
I would advise anyone out there in their 40’s (or at any 
age) who is struggling in ways similar to mine to go get an  
evaluation for PTSD and apply for their NM cannabis card. 
 
Rick - U.S. Veteran in Albuquerque
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OUT & 
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On the Radio 77kkob FM Jeffrey Candelaria Show

JenM, Erica Rowland, John Delgado
@Seven Clover

Shia LaBeouf, JenM @Downtown ABQ

Roscoe Floyd  @Seven Clover Event Margo Serna @Art Fight 30: Cannabis, Tractor 
Brewery Wells Park

Gary Anthony, Owner of Albuquerque Drive Shaft

Rodrigo Ramirez, John Delgado @The CBD Westside 
Grand Opening

Trista Jackson
@The Chronicle NM  Issue #2 Launch party
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CBD for furry friends, like 
in humans, can be a 

natural way to help reduce 
seizures, pain, anxiety, 

and more. 

CBD for Pets
Product Review: Heka Pet Tincture

By Nova R Giron
  

**The FDA has not approved these products, therefore we can not make 
claims that any products sold by Heka Hemp Co. can cure, prevent or treat 
any illnesses and diseases. We can just simply share with you what we have 
found through studies,  research and customers stories. None of this in-
formation should be substituted for vet consultation. It is important that 
you educate yourself and come to your own conclusions on the risks and 
benefits of CBD hemp infused products.**

Did you know almost every living animal naturally has an 
endocannabinoid system? Research has shown that a healthy 
endocannabinoid system is vital for overall health. Some  
scientist theorize that endocannabinoid deficiency may lead 
to a variety of health complications, such as, migraines,  
irritable bowel syndrome, and fibromyalgia. Experts are even 
beginning to propose additional cannabinoid intake may  
promote longevity, help enhance mood, aid pain relief, relax 
the mind, shrink tumors, and much more. The distribution of 
CBD infused products derived from the cannabis plant called 
‘hemp’ (containing less than .3% THC) has been deemed  
legal, thanks to the Hemp Farm Act of 2014. Now, many 
Americans consume some type of cannabinoids on a regular 
basis. So you maintain a daily intake of CBD, but what about Fido? 
   
Cannabis and Animals
Recently, articles have been published about the positive  
effects of giving pets cannabis, but fail to mention what 
type of cannabis plants are safe. Sadly, there are studies that 

found over consumption of THC (the molecule in medical  
cannabis that causes a psychoactive high,) for dogs, cats, and some  
other animals, can induce anxiety, seizures and can even 
cause death in severe cases. That’s why it’s extremely  
important to keep medical marijuana away from pets. Failure 
to do so can potentially lead to a traumatic experience for you 
and your pet. 

Thankfully, products containing high amounts of CBD and 
only very trace amounts of THC have never caused a harmful 
reaction. In fact, many animal lovers all over America have 
recently been sharing their success stories when using CBD 
for their loyal companions. They are finding that CBD for  
furry friends, like in humans, can be a natural way to help 
reduce seizures, pain, anxiety, and more. 

What scientist have recently theorized, and some pet  
owners are seeing, is that pets that regularly consume  
CBD hemp extracts have:

DECREASED PAIN
DECREASED NAUSEA/VOMITING

DECREASED SEIZURES 
DECREASED ANXIETY

NOTICEABLE IMPROVEMENT OF SKIN/FUR
 IMPROVED MOOD
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A large number of companies have popped up creating  
animal products derived from hemp. Unfortunately,  
purchasing a product online, or from an unknown 
source, can be risky. In 2015, The FDA tested  
companies selling CBD products and found some of 
them had significantly lower amounts of CBD then they 
claimed, some had no traces of CBD whatsoever, or even 
worse, higher amounts of THC than recommended for animals. 

You can avoid wasting your money on unreliable products 
by shopping for your pets where you shop for your favorite 
cannabis goodies. At many dependable dispensaries, like  
Purlife, and Sevenclover you can now find trusted  
CBD pet products, like Heka Pet Tincture. Don’t have a  
medicinal marijuana card? You can still purchase CBD 
hemp pet products at The CBD Boutique, where they spe-
cialize in all things CBD. At Heka Hemp Co., every product 
they create undergoes strict testing to ensure its quality, and 
composition. They are a local New Mexican company, and 
have a passion for helping the community. They understand 
that to some, a dog or cat isn’t just a pet, but family. Your pet 
is always there for you; the last one to watch you leave your 
home, and the first to greet you when you return. In our pets 
eyes, we are their everything. When we choose to adopt a pet  
it becomes our responsibility to give them the best possible life 
we can. That’s why Heka Pet Tincture has become so popular.  
Derived from premium colorado grown hemp and consisting 
of only two, simple, human grade ingredients: hemp extract, 
and hemp seed oil. It is a safe, natural, oral tincture that can 
be administered in a number of ways. Some pet owners will 
feed it to their cats or dogs by adding it to a treat, or water, but 
most pets love it so much they lick straight from the dropper! 

More and more pet owners are finding relief for their  
animals when nothing else could help. Far too often the  
pharmaceuticals which are prescribed to our pets can cause 
very harsh and negative side effects, and administering them 
can be rough for both the pet, and owner. Giving CBD to pets 
is much more pleasant, often pets even will beg for it like 
they would for a tasty treat! 

ARE PETS SUFFERING FROM CHRONIC  
AILMENTS THE ONLY ONES WHO BENEFIT 
FROM HEKA PET TINCTURE? 
Many times CBD is used for animals it’s to relieve serious 
ailments, but your animal friend doesn’t have to have health 
problems in order to feel the benefits of CBD. Just like in 
humans, scientists have theorized that an additional intake of 
cannabinoids, can help improve, and maintain our endocan-
nabinoid system, which may be detrimental for overall health. 
As every pet owner knows, it can be very difficult trying to 
help an uncomfortable animal, since they can’t just tell you 
“hey human friend, my tummy hurts.” That’s why I to give 
my pets CBD often, to help with any problems I can’t see, as 
well as maintain overall health. 

COULD HEKA PET TINCTURE HELP MY 
FEATHERED, SCALY, OR AQUATIC 

COMPANION? 
Scientist have found the endocannabinoid  
systems in almost every animal except for  

insects. Reptiles, fishes, and birds have  
cannabinoid receptors, but currently,  

research is very limited. For this rea-
son Heka Pet Tincture is most common-
ly used for cats, dogs, and horses. Pet  
owners of other types of animals should 
consult a vet before administering any  
cannabis products. 

HOW MUCH HEKA PET TINC-
TURE SHOULD I GIVE MY PET? 
It’s recommended to start with 2 
drops per ten pounds daily, then 
to increase or decrease as need-
ed. If you notice your pet is less  
energetic than normal, they might 
have had too much CBD, but that can 

easily be avoided by cutting back a 
few drops/milligrams on the next serving. You know your pet  
better than anyone else, so it’s important to observe your  
animals behavior and adjust accordingly.

WILL HEKA PET TINCTURE INTERACT WITH 
MY PETS PRESCRIPTION MEDICATION?
We encourage pet owners to speak with their veterinarians 
before adding any new substance to their pet’s diet if they are 
already on medications or if you have any concerns for your 
pets individual needs. Always allow a minimum of two hours 
between the tincture and medications, or medical procedures 
to avoid interactions.

Commitment, and patience is essential to provide a  
positive environment for an animal, especially when faced with  
physical disabilities/pain, mental trauma, or aging animals 
nearing life’s final stages. Similar to parenting, raising an a 
nimal comes with many challenges, but also many blessing. 
Together, with healthy choices, lots of love and a little help 
from Heka Pet Tincture, you and your animals can be happy 
and healthy for life. 

https://www.whaxy.com/learn/what-is-cannabinoid-deficiency+
https://cbdoilreview.org/cbd-cannabidiol/cbd-deficiency/
http://www.vetstreet.com/our-pet-experts/is-medical-marijuana-safe-for-pets-a-case-for-
more-study
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23216842 D: http://www.veterinarypracticenews.com/
July-2011/Treating-Marijuana-Toxicity/ 
http://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/PublicHealthFocus/ucm435591.htm 
http://ushempwholesale.com/endocannabinoid-system/
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Heka Pet Tincture photo by: 
Mike Sanchez
mikesanchezphotography.com

https://www.whaxy.com/learn/what-is-cannabinoid-deficiency+
https://cbdoilreview.org/cbd-cannabidiol/cbd-deficiency/
http://www.vetstreet.com/our-pet-experts/is-medical-marijuana-safe-for-pets-a-case-for-more-study
http://www.vetstreet.com/our-pet-experts/is-medical-marijuana-safe-for-pets-a-case-for-more-study
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23216842
http://www.veterinarypracticenews.com/July-2011/Treating-Marijuana-Toxicity/
http://www.veterinarypracticenews.com/July-2011/Treating-Marijuana-Toxicity/
http://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/PublicHealthFocus/ucm435591.htm


Pain Fighter
Donald Sanchez 

By: Christian Maes 

If you’re asking yourself why we are talking about an  
MMA fighter in a cannabis magazine? Our answer? This 
is about a fighter that uses cannabis to treat his pain before 
and after workouts, training and fights daily.

Donald Sanchez is one of New Mexico’s original  
professional mixed-martial-artists. He has a standing  
record of 31 Wins and 16 Losses. He started his MMA  
career back in 2005 when the sport of MMA was not legally 
sanctioned by any United States athletic commission’s.

This decorated veteran and former King of The Cage 
(KOTC) World Champion has used cannabis for almost 
his whole entire career to help relieve the pain that his 
body goes though on a daily basis. Donald is a certified  
patient through the New Mexico Medical Cannabis Program 
and has been so since 2014. He is currently signed to the  
biggest MMA promotion in Europe and trains out the 
World Famous Jackson Wink Gym in Albuquerque, NM.  

We sat down with Mr. Sanchez to talk about his medicating  
regiments and his advice to other fighters and people  
suffering from daily pain.

Q: What are some of your biggest accolades in MMA?
A: I won the KOTC title back in August 2009 and  
defended it eight times. I fought in many of the top  
organizations worldwide. I currently signed with the biggest 
European/Russian Organization. 

Q: How often do you medicate with cannabis?
A: Before every workout due to better concentration and I 
medicate every night after a long day of training.

Q: Explain how smoking affects your endurance and breath-
ing during a fight?
A: I believe smoking has expanded my lungs and made my 
gas tank bigger therefore much better for cardio considering  
it’s my strong point. I can/have gone five minute rounds  
several times.

Q: What happens when you can’t medicate because of state 
athletic commissions sanctioning and restrictions?
A: When I can’t medicate, I try to stick to CBD but some 
states don’t allow that either. Hopefully  they will in the near 
future. 

Q: What words do you have for other athletes and  
people interested in cannabis use to treat pain?
A: I want to educate other athletes to use  
cannabis due to the natural healing effects. There 
are better, natural ways than all the addictive  
pharmaceuticals that are realistically killing us.
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info@essenceremedies.com   www.essenceremedies.com         
     essenceremedies

HELP SOOTHE YOUR ACHES & PAINS!
Formulas created by a Pharmacist nearly 36 years 

ago using herbs and natural ingredients to help 
various aliments now combined with hemp extract.

“Don’t worry be HEMPY”
Purchase our products on our website or 

@ these Locations.
The CBD Boutique Nob Hill

The CBD Boutique Westside
Joe’s Pharmacy

Duran’s Central Pharmacy
Moses Kountry Health Food Store

Natural RX most locations
Purlife

MJ Express-O Las Cruces
MJ Express-O TorC

Sacred Garden Santa Fe & ABQ

THC FREE 
HEMP CBD PRODUCTS
providing customers with alternative remedies



Introducing Nurse Patty.
Patty is a board certified, Psychiatric mental health 
nurse practitioner.
With over 20 years’ experience in health care and a speWith over 20 years’ experience in health care and a spe-
cial focus and training in PTSD, she has completed over 
900 successful applications for MC for treatment of 
PTSD
Patty says she is profoundly grateful for the tremen-
dous positive effect people achieve with medical canna-
bis. Genuine, compassionate, clients report she is “easy 
to talk to”.
Patty has a love for dogs, hiking, and yoga.

Patty is available by appointment only. Call 505-620-1733 to schedule your visit.
Completion of entire application at time of visit; approximately 30 minutes to complete



Dr. Karen Halliday is a medical doctor whose practice Optimum is focused on complementary healthcare, which includes 
medical cannabis. 

Her initial interest flowered after she saw friends and a family member helped with symptom relief from chronic pain 
and cancer. 

She is especially optimistic about the potential for cannabis to move patients off the opioid addiction pathway. Often She is especially optimistic about the potential for cannabis to move patients off the opioid addiction pathway. Often 
chronic pain patients she sees have been able to decrease or eliminate their opioid use over several months. It can also 
be helpful for decreasing muscle spasms, improving appetite for cancer and HIV patients, improving sleep, and lessening 
anxiety and isolation for those with PTSD.

A major direction in healthcare today is toward personalized medicine. Cannabis fits into this pattern well, as each 
person learns what works best for him or her. Dr. Karen is one part of the educational process for the new and the re-
newing cannabis patient. 

Dr. Karen assists patients qualified in any of the 21 legal qualifying conditions in New Mexico to obtain their medical 
cannabis cards, including chronic pain, cancer and autoimmune arthritis.  

Dr. Karen’s office is co-located in the Seven Clover Building at 3800 Central SE, near Nob Hill. For a free consultation to 
determine if you are qualified, call Optimum at 505-985-3460. We are here to help answer questions and determine your 
specific qualifying condition. Our services are discrete and compassionate. We look forward to participating in your well-
ness program.
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We have a wide variety of  Clones  now available 
at our Santa Fe location. Call today to reserve  your 

clones or seedlings. Now is the perfect time to get a  
jump start on your outdoor grow.

HERE TO HELP YOU GROW YOUR OWN

CheCk us out on soCial Media

searCh for: saCred Garden

Albuquerque
3600 Cutler Ave Ne

Suite 12
505-348-5599

Santa Fe 
1300 Luisa St 

Suite 1
505-216-9686

www.SacredGardenNM.com 

NEW LOCATION

Follow us on 
Instagram: @sacredgardensf 

Make sure to use  #sacredgardennm  
for a chance to win your share of free  
gear and possibly be featured in an 

upcoming ad
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Topical analegesics have 
been used for centuries

What Are the Benefits of 
Cannabis Infused Topicals?

By: Shauni McClung, RN.
Member of the American Cannabis Nurses Association. 

I have become a bit obsessed with making my own body 
products, but it wasn’t until I began working in a dispensary 
that I really became aware of the benefits of cannabis infused 
topical therapy. As someone with arthritis I can only imag-
ine the pain that long time sufferers are in daily, so you can 
imagine my excitement when I learned about infused topical.  
Being rather new to the medical cannabis community I was 
curious as to how long ago cannabis was used for medici-
nal and topical purposes. In my search for information on  
cannabis infused topical analgesics I stumbled upon an article 
in TIME that touched on a bit of history behind the use of 
marijuana. 

In 2737 B.C. Emperor Shen Neng of China prescribed mari-
juana tea for the treatment of gout, rheumatism, malaria and 
poor memory. It’s use as a medicine then spread throughout 
Asia, the Middle East, down the eastern coast of Africa and in 
certain sects in India. In the 18th Century William O’Shaugh-
nessy, a physician with the British East India Company, made 
marijuana use popular in England and America. He found the 
use of cannabis helped ease the pain of rheumatism and 

the discomfort of nausea. 

Topical analgesics have been 
used for centuries for the  

treatment of inflammation, 
 pain, psoriasis, blisters 

and even migraines. 
Cannabis infused 
topical oils,salves  
and bath bombs 

work by binding 
to CB2 recep-
tors found in our 
skin cells. CB2 
receptors can be 
activated by the 
body’s own 
endocannabi-
noid response 
or by cannabis  
c o m p o u n d s 
such as THC 
and CBD. 

THC, CBD and Terpenes, the active components in  
cannabis, absorb more readily when used in oils, fats and  
alcohol. Therefore, direct application allows the oil to  
penetrate deep into the skin. Those who suffer from  
arthritis and or neuropathic pain benefit greatly using topical 
containing both THC and CBD as they both relieve pain that 
is caused by inflammation. 

For skin conditions, the cannabinoids in the topical bind 
to the CB2 receptors which helps cells regenerate. This  
promotes wounds to heal faster and relieve the pain and  
discomfort caused by psoriasis and eczema. When used at 
the temples and neck these topical aids in treating pain and  
tension caused by migraines. 

Some people ask the question, “If I am using THC infused 
topical will it make me high?” Not likely. The cannabinoids 
in topical products penetrate deep enough to relieve muscle 
pain and inflammation but not deep enough to cross into the 
blood stream or the central nervous system. 

Some tips for using topical:
1) Applying heat (heating pad, moist warm towel,  
soaking in warm water) to the affected area before  
applying your cannabis infused topical increases the  
absorption of the product.

2) Wiping the affected area with rubbing alcohol also allows 
for increased absorption of your topical. Do not however  
apply to broken, cracked or otherwise painful open areas of skin.

3) Remember to give your topical some time to work. Also, 
regular use tends to yield more consistent relief.

The cannabis community is budding with a variety of  
amazing products to help treat your pain. There are  
dispensaries all over Albuquerque that carry different  
topical products or if you are like me, you can try your hand at  
making your own!



Mobile Solutions

Instant Mobile Marketing!
Bubandu Wrapper

is your own branded Apple and Android mobile app that can 
integrate your website. An app allows your customers to easily 

connect to you without “Googling” and meeting your competitors.

Your App Includes:
• One Touch Calling
• Push Notification
• Social Media Integration
• News Feed
• Website Integration
• Email from app
• Events Calendar
• Driving Directions
• Hours
• More…

YOUR BEST CUSTOMERS 
SHOULD BE ONE TOUCH 

AWAY. LET’S GET STARTED!

$3,500
505.379.9827

email:randy@gorocktops.com



420 SALE
PurLifeNM.com

PurLife

3821 Menaul Blvd. NE, STE F

Albuquerque, NM 87110

Crazy Deals on WAX!

505-433-2672

Amazing Flower Deals
$5 Joints
Edible Sales
Music and Food
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How 
to in
NM

Gardening 103  
By: Sonora Werenko

All Seasons Gardening 

For thousands of years cannabis 
has always been cultivated outdoors, 
with the turn of the new century and  
improvements in lighting fixtures 
and environmental controllers you 
are able to bring the outdoors into 
your own home. Choosing between  
setting up an indoor or outdoor g 
arden can be a difficult decision.  
Narrowing down a few key points can 
help you figure out what style will  
be most beneficial for your life style. 

Location and Space
Whether you are located on a sunny 
plot of land in the mountains of New 
Mexico or a small shaded patio in an  
urban home, you have the ability to start 
a garden of your own! When choosing 
the best style of growing for you, think 
about a few of the following things...

Does your yard get suffi-
cient sunlight during the day? 
It is ideal to have a southern facing yard so you can  
maximize your sun exposure through the day. Do You 
have a fenced yard? The fencing might act as a barri-
er from wandering eyes and animals. Will odor from 
plants be a problem with your family or neighbors? Most  

people under estimate just how strong 
cannabis plants can truly smell when 
they flower. Take this into consideration 
before planting outdoors, this can bring  
unwanted visitors and disrupt your  
privacy. With an indoor garden 
you have the ability to go almost  
unnoticed with the help of carbon filters 
to neutralize odor and the ability to have 
your grow behind locked doors. Do you 
have limited back yard space? Do you 
have an air conditioned room indoors to 
use? If you do potentially setting up an  
indoor grow tent would be ideal for you. 
Like anything there is no one best way 
to grow, everything comes with pros 
and cons and its just a matter of finding 
what will work in the space you have to 
utilize. 

Start up cost
Starting an indoor garden can come 
with a hefty price tag at first due to 
energy costs, lighting equipment and  

environmental controls such as lights, fans and tim-
ers. Usually a basic garden setup (grow tent, 150 
watt to 1000 watt lamp, inline fan, media, nutrients,  
containers) for a 4’ x 4’ space will cost about $500.00 
to $1000.00. Depending on the size of  grow space 
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you plan on using that cost can go up. Outdoors your  
energy costs are diminished by the sun and the only 
thing you must worry about are containers, media,  
nutrients and water. Typically a 4 plant setup in 40 gallon 
containers can cost anywhere from $100.00 to $500.00  
depending on media you want to use (soil, peat moss,  
coconut coir) and the type of nutrients you want to use.  
Outdoor grows do come with their share of problems such as 
exposure to elements like hail, humidity, pests, wind etc. 

Controlled vs.  
Natural Climates 
A huge difference with out-
door and indoor gardening 
is the control you have over 
the smallest of things. With 
indoor you have the ability 
to tailor every aspect from 
vegetative growth time to 
how much co2 your plants 
will have available to them 
every day. It gives you the 
freedom to get the most har-
vests year round and the best 
growth rates that in turn will 
give you the ability to get the 
best yield from the space you 
work with. You don’t have to 
deal with the elements that  

can surprise you like outdoors. You will have better  
control over pest  problems and you can have a truly sterile  
environment for your medicine.   The cons of growing  
indoors can be harsh though. 
Equipment failure such as an 
air conditioner going out in the  
middle of summer, when your 
room is at the hottest it will be, can 
cost you your crop and hard work. 

Growing outdoors can be a  
wonderful experience when 
the proper pest and security  
preventions are in place. You must  
realize that you are hoping for 
one crop per year and the smallest 
thing such as an insect infestation 
or mold issue can ruin that whole 
crop. Take the time to plan out  
every bit of your grow and to have 
a plan ready for the random issues 
that may arise. When growing  
outdoors you can grow plants 
that can reach sizes that you are 
not able to indoors. Larger plants  

under  sun light equal larger harvests! The one thing that  
outdoor growing still has over indoor is the full spectrum 
and UV light that is not available in all commercial lamps.  
Supplying a plant with this spectrum of light can bring out the 
full potential of resin in a flower. 

Difficulty
Indoor grows will definitely take a bit more TLC from you 
due to the fact your plants are relying on you to give them 
the proper growing environment. It can often be difficult 
for a new grower to learn the basics of how to operate a full  
functioning garden, but with an hour a day you will become 
accustom to what to look for and how to deal with it. Growing 
outdoors in New Mexico may take a bit of time to research 
light cycles and weather patterns and the best genetics for 
our region, but once you know the outline it will be as sim-
ple to start as planting your clones or seeds and putting them  
outdoors at the right time.

Yield and quality 
When It comes to yield, growing a massive plant outdoors 
takes the cake. You must realize that you will only have one 
harvest per year with outdoor growing. With indoor growing 
you are able to set up a perpetual garden to where you are 
harvesting year round. When it comes to the trade off it really 
is personal preference. The argue of the century is “Is Indoor 
quality cannabis better then outdoor cannabis?” Honestly 
there is not an answer to that question. When talking about 
a sterile environment, yes indoor can win that one. When 
talking about plant size and yield, yes outdoor can win. When 
talking about all around bud quality... there is no answer. In my  

opinion there are times you can have two flowers next 
to one another and you could not tell the difference  
of where it was grown, it all comes down to the 
grower and the time that they put into their garden.

Conclusion?
There are so many differences between the two styles 
and when it comes down to it, it is all about what 
you feel comfortable with. Like I said there is not a 
right or wrong way to produce your own medicine. 
It should be a fun adventure and not a headache,  
people forget that with growing a lot of the time. The 
amount of care and love you put into your grow will 
show with the  end results.  If you run into problems 
or questions don’t be afraid to ask! Give us a call 
over at All Seasons Gardening and we can help you 
design and plan out your space to have a successful 
harvest. Happy Gardening!

For more info call All Seasons Gardening  
(505) 508-4292.
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M E D I C A L  C A N N A B I S

8612 PASEO ALAMEDA NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87113

3414 HIGHWAY 47
LOS LUNAS, NM 87031

2220 GRANDE NE
RIO RANCHO, NM 87124
COMING SOON

505.404.8214
N AT U R A L R X N M . N E T



3621 Wyoming Blvd NE  • Albuquerque, New Mexico, NM 87111 • 505. 369.1060
www.riograndehempcompany.com 

           @RGHCCBDCOMPANY

WE PROVIDE PURE, NATURAL HIGH 
QUALITY CBD DERIVATIVE PRODUCTS



5 Picks
NYC SOUR DIESEL   
Hybrid -50% Sativa /50% Indica
THC: 17% - 23%
This strain is one of my all time favorites. Coming up being a DJ 
and skater in NY, this was the strain to smoke while listening to 
the illest Hip Hop DJ’s at a place called A.P.T.
Song: Redman “Smoke Buddah”

BLUE DREAM
Sativa Dominant Hybrid -60% Sativa / 40% Indica
THC: 17% - 24%, CBD: 2%, CBN: 1%
Blue Dream’s a strain that has a really bold presence here in the 
Southwest. I like this strain because It allows me to accomplish 
all my goals for the day. It’s a great wake and bake!
Song: A Tribe Called Quest “Butter”

MASTER KUSH
Indica Dominant Hybrid -90% Indica / 10% Sativa
THC: 20% - 24%, CBD: 1%, CBN: 1%
Now this strain is made for late nights at the crib. I enjoy it while 
being creative in my basement scratching or producing music.
Song: Fabolous “We Get High”

GORILLA GLUE
Hybrid -50% Sativa /50% Indica
THC: 25% - 28%, CBD: 1%
I was introduced to this strain by a friend when I went to Denver. 
The smell is pretty distinct and glue like but it expands like no 
other. It’s a great social strain when drinking with friends.
Song: The Pharcyde  “Pack The Pipe”

NORTHERN LIGHTS
 Indica Dominant Hybrid -95% Indica / 5% Sativa
THC: 16% - 19%
The first strain that I tried and thought I’ll never smoke brown 
pot again! This one will knock your socks off and is strictly for 
staying home and vegging out on the couch. 
Song: Cypress Hill “Illusions”
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© Shaniah Lovato

Color me, post on our Facebook page @TheChronicleNM to be entered to win prizes. Post before June 1st.

Here are 
Issue #2 
winners!
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Dispensary Perks
SANTA FE

RUIDOSO

T OR C

LAS CRUCES

1011

12

13

14 15

FTP - First Time Patient • SD - Senior Discount • MTR - Military/Veteran Discount • REF - Referral Discount • BIRTD - Birthday Giveaway

* Dispensary Perks are subject to 
change after publication date.

1. NATURAL RX 
8612 Paseo Alameda NE
Albuquerque, NM 87113
FTP- Free Gram
SD-60 and over 10% off
MTR- 15% off
BIRTD- Free Gram

2. CG CORRIGAN 
6614 Gulton Ct NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
FTP- Free Gram
MTR-15% off
REF- Free Gram 
BIRTD- Free Gram

3. HIGH DESERT RELIEF 
4730 Pan American Fwy NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
FTP- Free Gram
MTR- 10%
BIRTD- Free Gram of choice

4. R GREENLEAF ORGANICS 
4414 Menaul Blvd NE #1 
Albuquerque, NM 87110
FTP- Free Gram
MTR- 10% off 
BIRTD- Free Gram

5. MINERVA CANNA GROUP
7103 4th Street NW
Albuquerque, NM 87107
FTP- Free pre-roll
MTR- 10% off
REF- Free Gift
BIRTD- Medicated Sucker

6. VERDES FOUNDATION 
6005 Coronado Ave NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
FTP- Free Gram/ or pre-roll
MTR- 10% off
BIRTD- Free Gram/ or pre-roll

7. CANNACEUTICS INC.
4316 Carlisle Blvd NE
Albuquerque, NM 87107
FTP- Free Glass Jar
MTR- 10% off
REF- 15% off
BIRTD- 20% off, good 14 days before 

8. PURLIFE 
3821 Menaul Blvd. NE, Suite F 
Albuquerque, NM 87110
FTP- Blue Dream pre-roll
MTR- 15% off
BIRTD- Depends

9. URBAN WELLNESS 
2910 San Mateo Blvd NE #5
Albuquerque, NM 87110
FTP- Loyalty Program 
(Free pre-roll)
SD- 10% off
MTR- 10%off
BIRTD- pre-roll

10. COMPASSIONATE 
DISTRIBUTORS 
1216 Mechem Dr.
Ruidoso, NM 88345
FTP- Free Sample
MTR- 10% off

11. MJ EXPRESS-O 
755 S Telshor Blvd #102, 
Las Cruces, NM 88011 

12. MJ EXPRESS-O 
203 S. Foch St.
T or C, M 87901 
FTP- Free pre-roll, 30 mg toffee & Salt 
nugget, or lighter & rolling papers
MTR- 15% off
BIRTD- Free pre-roll or 30 mg 
toffee & salt nugget

13. MOTHER EARTH HERBALS 
755 Commerce Dr.
Las Cruces, NM 88011
MTR-$2 off a Gram
BIRTD- Free Edible 

14. FRUIT OF THE EARTH ORGANICS 
901 Early St.
Santa Fe, NM 87505
FTP- Free pre-roll
MTR- 10% off
BIRTD- Free pre-roll

15. SACRED GARDEN 
1300 Luisa St. Suite 1 
Santa Fe, NM 87505 
FTP- Free Gram
MTR- 15% off
REF- 15% off Next Purchase 
BIRTD- Free jumbo pre-roll

16. SEVEN CLOVER
3800 Central Ave SE
Albuquerque, NM 87108
FTP- a free $10 gram or 50 mg 
Bhang chocolate edible 
MTR-military veteran/first responder dis-
count 15%
BIRTD-A free pre-roll or 50 mg 
Bhang chocolate edible 

17. EVEREST APOTHECARY
9237 4th St NW
Albuquerque, NM 87114
FTP- One Gram pre-roll
MTR- 15% off

18. NEW MEXICANN
1592 San Mateo Ln
Santa Fe, NM 87505
FTP- 10% off
MTR- 10% off
Free Consultations

19. ORGANTICA
4001 Menaul Blvd. NE
Albuquerque, NM 87110
FTP- Half Gram pre-roll
MTR- 15% off  
REF – 15% off
BIRTD- Half Gram pre-roll
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Attention Dispensaries, consider offering 
these perks for the next publication. Ask 
us how to add your info. Also stay tuned 
for The Chronicle app!
info@TheChronicleNM.com
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Still Alive and Well in New Mexico
By: Monique Chavez

 

Frankly, I was appalled to see that the Albuquerque  
Journal published the December 5th guest column entitled, 
“Legalization of marijuana will cause chaos” by Paul Chavez, 
a Detention Warden at the Pueblo of Laguna Detention  
Center, with the amount of misinformation, blatant lies, and  
subjective opinion included in one short piece.   
However, seeing the track record of stories published by the  
Albuquerque Journal, this isn’t very surprising at all, as this 
publication continues to promote the stigma against cannabis 
and its medical patients alike by the publication of stories like 
these. This article is for the people, for the community, for 
those in science and those in medicine, who know the real 
truth about a healing medicine, a plant, cannabis.
 
Chavez’s article mentions it is a “prediction based on 31 
years in law enforcement, drug intelligence and public  
safety as well as many years studying [the] issue,” but then he  
tangentially starts by rambling off scientific, medical facts with  
absolutely no citations to substantiate his alleged claims of 
 “abundant and unequivocal” research. Is he a doctor?  
What type of educational background does he have to  
qualify statements as he did? To write such statements in a  
scholarly manner, without the support of any sources or  
citations, seems a little archaic, almost like the days of good 
‘ol Reefer Madness, one of the most notorious education- 
exploitation films of the 1930’s to mislead the public of 
the effects of marijuana.[1] The truth is, marijuana is not  
harmless.  But no substance is, even those substances which 
are completely legal, such as caffeine, sugar, and even  
tylenol.  According to federal statistics, approximately 80 
million Americans self-identify as having used marijuana at 
some point in their lives,[2] and relatively few acknowledge 
having suffered significant deleterious health effects due to 
their use. His allegations that marijuana smoking alters brain 
function or has long-term effects on cognition are reckless 
and scientifically unfounded.
 
Then, to start a column by saying that “in the long run our 
children and grandchildren will ultimately hate us” is not only 

inappropriate, but is false in every sense. We are seeing now 
more than ever, that children, and in fact even infants, are 
benefiting from the many uses of medical cannabis.  In fact, 
one Albuquerque infant made history by being the first and 
youngest patient to receive medical cannabis oil treatments.
[3] Amylea Nunez suffered from seizures from the day she 
was born, and with an unknown cause, doctors were unable 
to successfully treat her. Her parents pushed the doctors for 
an alternative treatment until they gave her the “okay” to  
administer Charlotte’s Web, a cannabis oil known to treat epi-
lepsy in toddlers and children.  The amount of THC is less than 
1%, so children don’t feel the “high.”  I seriously doubt that  
Amylea will grow up to hate her parents because they were 
able to find a potential cure for her seizures.
 
The common myth that “implementation of medical  
cannabis laws increase juvenile cannabis use”[4] is  
simply that - a myth. A study which analyzed national data 
show no increase or even a decrease in youth marijuana use  
after the passage of medical marijuana laws.[5]  The study 
further showed that when within-state changes are properly  
considered and pre medical marijuana law prevalence is  
properly controlled, there is no evidence of a differential  
increase in past-month marijuana use in youth that can be  
attributed to state medical marijuana laws.[6]  Additionally, 
recent studies have shown that marijuana is actually safer than 
alcohol.  From 2006 to 2010, the CDC reported that 88,000 
people died from alcohol poisoning,[7] however, the CDC 
has yet to create a category for marijuana because overdosing 
is physically impossible.[8]  Marijuana is also the least likely 
substance to be used by emergency room patients.[9] So no, 
marijuana will not make our kids dumber, as Chavez alleges.
 
Making marijuana legal will not lead to greater access to  
substances such as heroin, cocaine, methamphetamine, or 
other illicit products.  Arrests for cocaine and heroin have 
actually declined sharply during the past decade.[10] And to 
refute the old gateway drug myth, according to the Canadi-

Continued on page 36
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an Senate’s 2002 study: “Cannabis: Our Position for a Cana-
dian Public Policy,” “Cannabis itself is not a cause of other 
drug use.”[11]  This finding concurs with the conclusions of 
the US National Academy of Science’s Institute of Medicine 
1999 study, which stated that marijuana is not a “gateway 
drug to the extent that it is a cause or even that it is the most 
significant predictor of serious drug abuse.”[12]  Even the  
National Academy of Sciences, in a report to Congress,  
stated “because underage smoking and alcohol use typically 
precede marijuana use, marijuana is not the most common, 
and is rarely the first, ‘gateway’ to illicit drug use. There is 
no conclusive evidence that the drug effects of marijuana 
are causally linked to the subsequent abuse of other illicit 
drugs.”[13]
 
In regards to statements about drug cartels, Chavez’s opin-
ion is simply false and misleading. Prohibition actually  
increases violence by benefiting cartels and gangs. During 
the years of alcohol prohibition the country’s murder rate  
doubled… only to decrease substantially after it was  
repealed.[14] Furthermore, as marijuana has become legal in 
various ways throughout the United States the price for illegal  
marijuana grown in Mexico and sold by cartels has dropped 
by half,[15] giving them less resources for their activi-
ties; namely killing people (estimated at 60,000 murders  
between 2006 and 2012).[16]  Rather than marijuana revenue  
furthering violence, money would go to legitimate businesses 
contributing to the economy.
 
Today’s “pot” is bioengineered on purpose. It isn’t more 
harmful because of slightly higher THC levels. The  
NIDA-sponsored Marijuana Potency Monitoring  
Project reports that less than 10 percent of DEA seized  
marijuana samples are above 15 percent. Less than 2 percent of  
marijuana seized from the domestic market contains more 
than 20% THC.[17] Data from Europe also refutes claims 
of increased cannabis potency, concluding “the potencies of  
resin and herbal cannabis have shown little or no change, 
at least over the past ten years.”[18] With a background in  
Biology, I understand that botanical gene manipulation is not 
new. Botanists have achieved gene splicing since the first 
time someone grafted the branch of one plant to the living 
stalk of another.[19]Now with the ability to operate on a  
molecular level and manipulate specific genes to create  
specific effects, we can optimize, increase, maximize, 
and even completely remove the THC component from  
cannabis. Aside from THC, there are more than 80 other 
compounds within the plant, all of which have potential for  
pharmacological value.[20] There is potential for  
treating neurological diseases such as Alzheimer’s and  
Parkinson’s; there is potential for addiction-free,  
withdrawal-free pain suppression therapies; and there is a 

spectrum of other avenues where this incredibly complex 
family of molecules has proven to have therapeutic power.
 
Further, the psychological effects of marijuana are  
rather different than a hallucinogen such as LSD. You can feel 
the effects of marijuana within 30 seconds to a minute when  
inhaled; whereas the effects of LSD take about roughly 30 
to 90 minutes. LSD can produce delusions and/or visual  
hallucinations, it can change your depth and time  
perception, and it has recently been found to successfully  
reduce anxiety in patients with terminal illnesses.[21] On the 
other hand, marijuana produces a feeling of euphoria, a sense 
of relaxation, and stress reduction.[22]
 
The simple truth is, America does have a serious drug  
problem. However, public policy needs to better  
address this issue with health and science-based educational  
programs and more accessible treatment to those  
suffering from addiction. Addiction rates don't fluctuate with 
relation to the legality of the drug, however, the ability to 
have a reasonable conversation around responsible use and 
potential harm does. People can responsibly use cannabis 
and be successful, intelligent, productive members of society.  
Don’t always believe the propaganda you are fed.
 
A link to his article can be found here: https://www.abqjour-
nal.com/901973/legalization-of-marijuana-will-cause-chaos.
html.

[1] https://web.archive.org/web/20060328163318/http://www.reefer-madness-movie.com/history.html
[2] US Department of Health and Human Services, 2003 National Household Survey on 
Drug Abuse, Washington: US Office of Applied Studies, Substance Abuse and Mental Health 
Services Administration.
[3] http://krqe.com/2016/02/12/albuquerque-baby-makes-history-with-cannabis-oil-at-colo-
rado-hospital/
[4] Stolzenberg et al. 2015.  The effect of medical cannabis laws on juvenile cannabis use.
[5] http://www.ijdp.org/article/S0955-3959(16)00038-4/abstract?cc=y=
[6] Id.
[7] https://www.cdc.gov/alcohol/fact-sheets/alcohol-use.htm
[8] http://www.americanscientist.org/issues/pub/the-toxicity-of-recreational-drugs/1
[9] https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20627209
[10] Bureau of Justice Statistics. 2005. Drugs and Crime Facts. Table: Number of Arrests by 
Drug Type, 1982-2003. US Department of Justice: Washington, DC. 
[11] Canadian Special Senate Committee on Illegal Drugs. 2002. Cannabis: Our Position for 
a Canadian Public Policy. p. 15.
[12] National Academy of Sciences, Institute of Medicine. 1999. Marijuana and Medicine: 
Assessing the Science Base. p. 101.
[13] http://healthland.time.com/2010/10/29/marijuna-as-a-gateway-drug-the-myth-that-will-
not-die/
[14] https://www.cato.org/pubs/pas/pa-157.html
[15] http://www.npr.org/sections/parallels/2014/12/01/367802425/legal-pot-in-the-u-s-may-
be-undercutting-mexican-marijuana
[16] http://www.cnn.com/2013/03/27/world/americas/mexico-violence
[17] University of Mississippi Potency Monitoring Project, Quarterly Report #76, Nov. 9, 
2001-Feb. 8, 2002, Table 3, p. 8 (Oxford, MS: National Center for the Development of Natu-
ral Products, Research Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences, 2002).
[18]  Editorial: "Cannabis potency in Europe." Addiction. 2005 (100: 884-886).
[19]http://www.awel.zh.ch/internet/baudirektion/awel/de/biosicherheit_neobiota/
gvo/Neue_Pflanzenzuchtverfahren/_jcr_content/contentPar/downloadlist/download-
items/542_1478606633506.spooler.download.1478606536961.pdf/NewPlantBreedingTech-
nologies__7Nov16_Endversion.pdf
[20] https://www.britannica.com/topic/cannabinoid
[21] http://psychedelicfrontier.com/maps-completes-first-new-therapeutic-lsd-study-in-40-years/
[22] http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/10826080701884911?journalCode=isum20
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SMOKESHOP
INHALE

113 CALIFORNIA N.E.

505.804.0448

MONDAY-SUNDAY
8:30am to10:30pm

FOR ALL YOUR SMOKING NEEDS
Drug Test Kits - Pyrex Glass 

Water Pipes - Vaporizers - Cigars
E-CIGS - E-JUICE - VAPORIZERS

Cigarettes - Pyrex Pipes - Hookahas
Shisha - Detox - T-Shirts - Hats

Snacks - Drinks - Gifts

(Right behind Central Tire Shop)

9237 4th St NW, Albuquerque  |  everestnm.com  |  info@everestnm.com 

premium New Mexico medical cannabis 
NOW Open 
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Katsu Bubba Kush

Chupacabra

Hells OG

4/20Special
$4 OFF EVERY

$20 PURCHASED*

*Bring this ad in before May 31st to redeem 
your 4/20 special, limit one per patient and not 

applicable with any other discount o�erings.

relief route!FIND US ON THE 

N E W  M E X I C O
Take I-25N to the 599 Relief Route 

Interchange to 24 Bisbee Court

GET THE

MEDICINEyou deserve

NOW OPEN IN SANTA FE 

 5 0 5 . 4 3 8 .1 0 9 0  •  2 4  B I S B E E  C T,  S A N TA  F E ,  N M  •  S H I F T N E W M E X I C O. C O M @shiftnewmexico@shiftnewmexico
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#8
#10

Strain: Lemon G
THC: 21.7% 
CBD: .770%
Dispensary: Organtica

Strain: Critical Super Silver Haze
THC: 18.55%
CBD: .11%
Dispensary: Urban Wellness

Strain: Glass Slipper
THC: 21.36%
CBD: .00%
Dispensary: Sacred Garden

Strain Review
i d y ”Jo n  Jay

Facil tate  b  : hn y ”

 NM M DICAL A NABIS P TIENT
E C N A

Strain: Killer Purps
THC: 23.88%
CBD: .19%
Dispensary: 7 Clover

#9

Strain: Shipwreck
THC: 20.54% 
CBD: .31%
Dispensary: Natural Rx

#6

SativaSativa
Sativa: is a type of cannabis plant that will typically

produce a euphoric, energetic, cerebral high.
A Sativa plant is more of a skinny, tall, lanky, 
less yielding plant

11
Strain: Durban Poison
THC: 19.00%
CBD: .04%
Dispensary: SWOP
           

Strain: Nightmare Cookies
THC: 22.55%
CBD: .77%
Dispensary: Minerva

Strain: Tangie
THC: 24.23%
CBD: .35%
Dispensary: 
Fruit of the Earth 

#7

Strain: 707 Headband
THC: 30.03%
CBD: .06%
Dispensary: Shift NM

           

#5

#4
#3

Strain: Blue Dream
THC: 20.00%
CBD: .08%
Dispensary: NewMexiCann

#2

In Stock As of 4-10-17In Stock As of 4-10-17
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Strain: Skywalker OG Kush
THC: 31.45%
CBD: .310%
Dispensary: High Desert Relief
           

Strain Review
Facilita ed by :”Johnny Jay”

t  
M M D L N I ATI

 N E ICA  CA NAB S P ENT

11

is a type of cannabis plant that will typically
produce a heavy, relaxing high that can help
with different medical problems.
An Indica plant is a full and stocky plant that
is a great yielder.Indican aI dic

Indica: 

#10

#4

#5
Strain: Purple Kush
THC: 20.15%
CBD: .15%
Dispensary: 7 Clover

#2
Strain: Kosher Kush
THC: 24.22% 
CBD: .100%
Dispensary: Natural Rx

Strain: Buddha Tahoe OG
THC: 22.50% 
CBD: .140%
Dispensary: R.Greenleaf

#3 Strain: Hell’s OG
THC: 28.11%
CBD: .03%
Dispensary: Shift NM

Strain: 3 Pac
THC: 23.89%
CBD: .130%
Dispensary: Urban Wellness

Strain: OG Master Kush
THC: 20.14%
CBD: .250%
Dispensary: Everest

Strain: Huckleberry
THC: 18.82%
CBD: .200%
Dispensary: Organtica

Strain: Grand Daddy Purps
THC: 21.10%
CBD: 1.50%
Dispensary: Minerva

#9

Strain: Grape Gorilla Gush
THC: 15.62%
CBD: .250%
Dispensary: Natural Rx

#8#7
#6

In Stock As of 4-10-17
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Hybrid

#5

Strain: Deep Cheese
THC: 20.43%
CBD: .03%
Dispensary: Cannacutics
           

Strain Review
In Stock As of 4-10-17

Facilitated by :”Johnny Jay”

M M D AL N I ATI
 N E IC CA NAB S P ENT

Hybrid: is a type of cannabis plant that is a mixture
of a Sativa and an Indica and that is bread
for a Super Strain that has the best traits of
both parents and effects to match.

1 Strain: Super Sour Fire OG
THC: 26.19%
CBD: .10%
Dispensary: Natural Rx

1

#7

#6

Strain: Sexxpot
THC: 25.12%
CBD: .110%
Dispensary: CG Corrigan 

Strain: Juicy Fruit
THC: 26.11%
CBD: .050%
Dispensary: Everest Apothecary

#2
Strain: Blueberry Headband
THC: 19.81%
CBD: .02%
Dispensary: 7 Clover

#3
#4

Strain: Cali Dragon
THC: 19.50%
CBD: .110%
Dispensary: Urban Wellness

#10

Strain: Light of Jah
THC: 18.30%
CBD: .280%
Dispensary: NewMexicann

#8

Strain: Crazy Train
THC: 20.59%
CBD:.510%
Dispensary: 
Fruit of the Earth

#9

Strain: Bandit Breath
THC: 21.03%
CBD: .06%
Dispensary: Sacred Garden

Strain: Gorilla Wreck
THC: 16.380%
CBD: 1.30%
Dispensary: High Desert Relief

Hybrid
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DCB
#2

#3

#4

#5

Strain: Cannatonic
THC: 3.13%
CBD: 9.68%
Dispensary: NewMexicann
           

Strain: B4
THC: 8.66%
CBD: 12.44%
Dispensary: Everest Apothecary

Strain: CBD Z7
THC: 10.49%
CBD: 13.63%
Dispensary: 7 Clover

Strain: Pennywise
THC: 12.18%
CBD: 5.78%
Dispensary: Natural Rx

Strain Review

F c li d y ”Jo nn  Jay
a i tate  b  : h y ”

M D N  ME ICAL CANNABIS PATIENT

11

#7

#8

#10
#9

#6

Strain: Good Meds
THC: 3.5%
CBD: 6.1%
Dispensary: NewMexicann

CBD Strain:              is a is a non-psychotic cannabinoid found in
Sativa, Indica and Hybrid cannabis that will typically
produce an anti-inflammatory effect, anti-anxiety, 
and anti nausea effects.CBD

Strain: Nordle
CBD: 6.97%
THC: 6.01%
Dispensary: R. Greenleaf

Strain: Critical Mass CBD
CBD: 6.54%
THC: 5.24%
Dispensary: Cannacutics

Strain: Shark Shock
CBD: 10.40%
THC: 7.01%
Dispensary: Minerva

Strain: Greenstone Hemp
CBD: 14.02%
THC: .18%
Dispensary: Rio Grande Hemp

Strain: Cannatonic
CBD: 12.81%
THC: 5.14%
Dispensary: SWOP

In Stock As of 4-10-17
Strain Review

100%
Legal
100%
Legal
100%
Legal
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#1 SMOKE SHOP
IN THE 505

WITH THIS AD

TWO LOCATIONS
1317 San Mateo Blvd NE.

2211 Central NW 

505.503.1452
505.200.0950

#1 SMOKE SHOP
IN THE 505#1 SMOKE SHOP
IN THE 505

 NEW MEXICO’S TINT COMPANY



FOR ALL YOUR OTHER
SMOKING NEEDS

3101 Central Ave NE, Albuquerque, NM 87106 • 505.255.4200
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Best Female 
Bud tender 
of the Season

Lorena Gallegos
Natural RX

Lorena Gallegos has been 
with Natural RX for almost two 
years. One of her favorite things 
about working for NRX is  
being able to help patients with 
their medical cannabis needs.  
"I love having the opportuni-
ty to witness all the amazing  
benefits of this plant, It's truly 
special," says Lorena.

  This industry is growing  
quickly and she's very honored 
to be able to be part of it and 
learn more every day to further  
educate herself to help the  
patients or NRX. 

On behalf of The Chronicle, 
congratulations and continue 
your great work!

Best Male 
Bud tender 
of the Season

Shane Stanford
Seven Clover

Shane Stanford is a Product Specialist & 
Trainer at Seven Clover since August 2016 
but his love and passion for helping others 
began 13 years ago. Shane created Ride 
for the Cure NM and several other events 
to help nonprofits and local families in 
the community. He's been an advocate 
and patient of medical cannabis for 
several years so working with Seven 
Clover was a dream come true and an 
accomplishment! 

Shane continues helping people  
every day. "My favorite part of my job is educating  
patients and spending the needed time to ensure they can 
get what patients need and to have a better quality of life" 
says Shane. He continues to grow with Seven Clover and  

medical cannabis community and 
will continue to help plan events, 
and educate himself for patients, 
Shane will never lose his love and 
passion for helping others and 
medical cannabis. On behalf of 
The Chronicle, congratulations!



LAS CRUCES 
755 S. Telshor Blvd. Bldg. A Ste. #102, 

Las Cruces N.M.
575.541.5580 

T or C
203 S. Foch St.

T or C, NM
575.894.0301

T or C for deliveries only.
Call us to set up your delivery 
at 575.740.0803

New Mexico NORML
Advocating for common 

sense cannabis reform across 
the state of New Mexico.

575.425.0757
nmisnorml@gmail.com

Breakdown
CONVERT YOUR CONCENTRATES INTO LIQUID

This Blend of Liquid
creates a stable and permanent
suspension of your wax, oils and
concentrates. Your extracts will be 
combined and transferred into a
e-liquid that tastes great and will
never separate into layers. The
e-liquid produces thick vapor when
used in vaporizers and e-cig devices.  

This Blend of Liquid
creates a stable and permanent
suspension of your wax, oils and
concentrates. Your extracts will be 
combined and transferred into a
e-liquid that tastes great and will
never separate into layers. The
e-liquid produces thick vapor when
used in vaporizers and e-cig devices.  

NOW IN YOUR

LOCAL

DISPENSARY & SMOKESHOP

NOW IN YOUR

LOCAL

DISPENSARY & SMOKESHOP





Gorilla Glue ©Uncle Fish Sticks



FROM NEW MEXICO FOR NEW MEXICO
a portion of every bhang sale in New Mexico goes 
to N.M. patient groups and drug education.
    
THE ORIGINAL CANNABIS CHOCOLATE
ACCEPT NO IMITATIONS 
   
QUALITY, CONSISTENCY, SAFETY

contact us on facebook 
      bhang chocolate of new mexico



COVER PAGES

Back Cover
# Issues
1X - $2,000

Back inside  
# Issues
1 X- $1,250

Front inside 
# Issues
1X - $1,500

FULL PAGE

# Issues
1X - $900

HALF PAGE
V. & H.
# Issues
1X - $450

QUARTER PAGE
V. & H.
# Issues
1X - $350

SIXTH PAGE

# Issues
1X - $280

For more information or questions, please email 
info@TheChronicleNM.com or call 505.269.5956

118 MEEK ST
SOCORRO, NEW MEXICO

GREGORY P. MILLER, PH.D.
Call (575) 835-9729
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Life’s better on the pharm!
Life’s better on the Pharm!
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FULL-SERVICE CANNABIS CONCENTRATE LABORATORY 

CUSTOM TERPENE/FLAVORS/CBD BLENDING 

ORGANIC CBD PRODUCTS 

CUSTOM PACKAGING AND CARTOMIZERS, LOTIONS, 
CREAMS, SALVES AND TINCTURES

Cannabis Chemistry Subdivision, 
Chemical Safety and Health Division

mailto:info%40TheChronicle.com?subject=Questions
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Ingredients:

3.5 grams of Cannabis 
6 fresh jalapeños 
1 28oz can whole tomatoes 
1/2 lemon squeezed 
1 medium to large fresh tooth garlic 
Salt to taste 

Decarboxilation of cannabis:

Turn on over to 220 degrees F 
Grind cannabis 
Place cannabis on oven silicon mat or baking sheet with 
parchment paper
Place mat with cannabis in oven for 110 minutes stirring 
the cannabis occasionally 
Remove cannabis from oven 

Directions:

Add all ingredients to blender or food processor blend to 
desire of how chunk or smooth you want it ( the longer you 
blend the less chunky the salsa will be)

Please adjust recipe for your level of heat and potency. 

*Please consume responsibly of any infused based foods 
food should always be fun and enjoyable 

Questions, comments or recipes email chefog71@gmail.com 

CannaSalsa
Chef OG 





All Seasons ABQ
7900 Lorraine Ct STE B
Albuquerque, NM 87113
505.508.4292

All Seasons Santa Fe
3201 Rufina Street
Santa Fe, NM 87507
505.438.GROW

NEW MEXICO’S 
LARGEST SELECTION

www.allseasonsgardeningstore.com

SOIL  GROW LIGHTS  NUTRIENTS  
PEST CONTROL  POTS & GROW BAGS



GET YOUR

SEMINARS

NEW MEXICO CANNABIS

R$F EE$

$5.00
ADMISSION

MEDICAL CANNABIS CARD
VETERANS 

NEW MEXICO

SEMINARS
NEW MEXICO INDUSTRY PROFESSIONALS

DOCTORS ON-SITE 

GET YOUR

MEDICAL CANNABIS CARD

Law-Edibles-CBD-Topicals-Growing-Legislation-Activism-Investing

$200.00 
T ENEW PA I NT

0 . 0$2 0 0  

VETERANS FOR OUR

MEDICAL CANNABIS CARD
T ENEW PA I NT

$ $FREE

For More Information- nmcannaexpo@gmail.com

5.$ 00ADMISSION
Cup

NO SMOKING OF CANNABIS ALLOWED ON SITE

Judge On : Look - Smell - Presentation
MUST HAVE A VALID NEW MEXICO CANNABIS CARD TO PARTICIPATE

NO SMOKING OF CANNABIS ALLOWED ON SITE

CHECK OUT OUR STRAIN REVIEW DISPLAY
ALL NEW MEXICO PRODUCERS PRODUCTS IN ONE SPOT

UNIVERSITY & MENAUL

   July 8th - 9am to 9pm
9am to 6pm   July 9th -

July 8th & 9th 2017
canna  biz 

ExpoE pox

PROVIDING PATIENT INFORMATION

GROUPS & ORGANIZATIONS
NEW MEXICO CANNABIS

GROUPS & ORGANIZATIONS
PROVIDING PATIENT INFORMATION

NEW MEXICO INDUSTRY PROFESSIONALS

Law-Edibles-CBD-Topicals-Growing-Legislation-Activism-Investing

MEDICAL CANNABIS CARD
DOCTORS ON-SITE 



NEW MEXICO’S PREMIER MANUFACTURER OF INFUSED 
EDIBLES, WAXES AND CONCENTRATES. 

We utilize a combination of state of the art research and development, cutting 
edge technology and certified laboratories to ensure consistent, safe and effective 

products for medical cannabis patients.

govitalityextracts.com
 ElevatedEdibles

Our products can be found at these any of these producer’s locations.

Got Terps? 
We are the only manufacturer that 
can extract and preserve naturally 
accruing organic terpenes for all of 

our PG free vaporizer products.

State of the art Co2 extractor 
that provides the ultimate 

solventless products.
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